Regulations for International NGOs aim to provide Assistance in Central Sulawesi

1. Foreign NGOs are not allowed to go directly to the field. All activities must be conducted in partnership with local partners.

2. Foreign citizens who are working with foreign NGOs are not allowed to conduct any activity on the sites affected by disasters.

3. Foreign NGOs who already procured/prepared relief items in Indonesia need to register their assistance with the relevant ministries/agencies & mandated to work with local partners in distributing the aid.

4. If the respective NGOs have not registered their assistance with the relevant ministries/agencies, they are asked to register with BNPB for the distribution to the affected population on the field.

5. Foreign NGOs wishing to provide aid can do so through the Indonesian Red Cross (PM) or PMI's - with the guidance of the related ministries/agencies or local partners.

6. Foreign NGOs who have deployed its foreign personnel are advised to retrieve their personnel immediately.

7. A monitoring of foreign volunteers is required.

8. The delivery of relief items are being coordinated temporarily by BNPB through Makassar & Balikpapan.
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